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ABSTRACT 

The identities derived from a lagrangian density that is invariant 

under transformations that depend on arbitrary functions are used to develop 

the restrictions on allowed forms of coupling that follow from assuming 

extended isot6pic spin invarianceo A proof is given that invariance under 

local isotopic spin rotations is not possible for pions and nucleons alone. 

The relations between the transformation law and the invariant lagrangian 

are developed if (a) the pion-nucleon system is allowed to admit a more 

general extended isotopic spin group, or (b) additional fields are admitted 

in order to maintain the local isotopic spin rotational invariance. Only 

additions transforming linearly in the gradients of the arbitrary functions 

in the transformation law are admissable if the ordinary isotopic current 

is to be preservedo In this connection, the b field of Yang and Mills must 

contribute to the isotopic spin current as a consequence of its law of 

transformation alone, irrespective of any conceivable choice of equations 

of motiono 
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EXTENDED ISOTOPIC SPIN INV ARIANOE AND. MES()N-WCLEON COUPLING 

Sidney A. Bludman 

INTI\ODUCTION 

In the\isotopic spin formalism, nucleons and pions are described by 

spinors and vectors in isotopic spin space. Pion-nucleon phenomena and 

the charge independence of nuclear forces (at least at energies. corresponding 

presumably to interactions via pions alone) suggest that if'electromagnetic 

interactions are n~glected, total isotopic spin. is conserved in interactions 

involving pions and nucleons alone. This situation is described formally by 

stating that the pion-nucleon interaction is invariant with respect to the 

three-pa~eter group of rotations of the isotopic spin coordinate system. 

This paper is concerned with the possibility of extending· this 

invariance to isotopic spin rotations which are local in the sense that at 

different points in space-time different isotopic spin rotations are permitted. 
l Such an extension is motivated by the possibility that the meson-nucleon 

coupling m~ be suggested by some such extended physical symmetry principle. 

This is the case in electrodynamics where the assumption of local gauge 

invariance suggests the couJJ,ling between charged particles and the electro

magnetic field, and·' in general relativity where general covariance leads to 

certain Bianchi idehtities which suggest how other fields are coupled into 

the gravitational field. 

The principle to be emphasizedh~e is that certain identities are 

present whenever the equations of motion are derived from a lagrangian 
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density that is invariant under transformations depending on arbitrary 

functions rather than arbitrary parameters~ This important theorem, due 
2 

originally to Noether , is briefly derived in the next section: the new 

idea here consists in recognizing that these identities are applicable to 

coupled fields. The central results needed are Eqs. (17), (18) and (19). 

In the third section, these identities are used to show that local 

isotopic spin invariance is not possible for nucleons and scalar or pseudo-

scalar mesons. The possibility of allowing an additional "b field" in - -

order to maintain local isotopic spin invariance, as Yang and Mills have 

recently done,
3 

is considered in the fourth section. It is shown tha~,, 
as a consequence of the local isotopic spin invariance, independentlY pf 

any special choice df equations of motion, this ~field must obe,y nonlinear 
. ,, ' 

equations of motion and must contribute to the total isotopic spin. 

The point of view implied here is that isotopic spin may be 

explicable as a consequence of some extended invariance principle in the 

same way as extended gauge invariance and general coordinate covariance 

illuminate, respectively, the nature of electric charge and the role of 

energy momentum. 

. Erl'ENDED INV ARIANOE 

Identities and Conservation Laws 

Suppose .the equations of motion are obtained by the variation of 

an action integral 

I • f J: {;/"(x), ;y~r:{x})i'x 
.:::tl.. 

(1) 

The designate differentiation with respect to the coordinates xr-. 

rf_ is the !th field variable~ The summation convention is assumed. Under 
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the transformation considered, let the coordinates change by 

: (2) 

where x' designates the point x in the transformed system. Then the 

cha~e in the action integral is 

bi = J (0 .C -1- ~ ( :lx ~'") •r }i'x , (4) 

...n.. 

where ( r X t-), /""' is the term in the Jacobian brought about by the 

transformation from x to x' coordinates. For the equations of motion 

'to be invariant the action integral must change at most by a boundary term 

on which the variations performed in obtaining the equation of motion 

vanish. Since the volume ..0.. is arbitrary, this requires 4 that the 

integrand 1n Eq. (4) change at most by a certain divergence 

" 
(5) 

Then ~ - ~~ would be an invariant lagrangian density, since 

{6) 

In the following, ..s\! is dropped and it is assumed that one always 

has to do with an invariant lagrangian density. This possibility of 

changing the lagrangian density by a suitable divergence can introduce a 

certain ambiguity in the densities that are differentially conserved, but 

will not affect the conclusions of this paper about the possibility of 
# 

. admitting a local isotopic spin group for the pion-nucleon system. If 
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A 
the substantial change in the form of y as a function or its argument 

is designated by 

(7) 

then 

(8) 

and 

(9) 

The lagrangian derivative 

(10) 

vanishes where the field equations hold. 

The invariance ot the lagrangian density (6) gives 

('A _<:::* .,A This is Noether's first result: dv _o ~ 

divergence. 

must be or the form or a 

Now suppose that the transformation is described by p arbitrar,y 

_parameters or functions of the coordinates Jfi (1: 11 2 ••• p) and that 

the transformation induces the change 

(12) 

\ 
\: 

)'I 
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in the coordinates and the change 

(13) 

A A~ . 
j:n the field variables. The ai , bi r are definite functions of the 

field variables and their derivatives. Where no contusion will result the 

index 1 is omitted below., Since £A 6* I must be a divergence, the 

p identities 

[
A A a. 

L 
(14) 

must obtain among the field equations 
rA .. 0 

r)..., = ? These identities, wh~ch 

characterize theorie& tha~ depend on arbitrary functions rather than 

arbitrary parameters, constitute Noether~s second result. 

Since the field quantities need not all be of the same kind, these 

identities can be used to obtain relations among coupled fields~ 

where 

Since 

implies 

Eq. (11) now states that 

(Tfw ~ ~ u ,_;>. g 
>.>.. 

-T~"' = £,A ,Arv 'd.C - b + ?I 
~r 

-u,v.>- : 'J,~ bAA. 

r;,A 
'r' 

>,, = 0 (15) 

a A ..,. Cc r 

(16) 

~, ~~r-- , and ~, tt>.. may have arbitrary values, ~!· (15) 

up.>. u}..r + --
Tr- --
TIA --'~" 

0 

u~A» 
,').. 

0 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
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While the conservation law (19) would be obtained even if the were 

arbitrary parameters rather than arbitrary functions, Eqs. (17) and (18) 

are obtained only in case of extended invariance. 

The identities (14) and the relations (17) to (19) following from 

them are the crucial consequences of invarianee under transformations 

which depend on arbitrary function~ ( ~,/A , ~"f'l.,; not identically 

zero). The next two subsections illustrate these identities, briefly for 

the gravitational field, and in more detail for the electromagnetic field, 
y 

which bears a closer resemblance to the meson-nucleon application to be made. 

Gravitational Field 

The four (Bianchi) identities (14) which follow in general relativity 

from the assumed covariance of the theor,y with respect to arbitrar.y trans

formations on the four coordinates, make Rr'~~ - i gr..,;R have vanishing 

covariant divergence. (The R,._...; and R are the contractions of the 

curvature tensor.) This suggests that in the presende of nongravitational 
. 

fie~ds described by an energy-momentum tensor T ~:J , the field equations 

be taken to be 

(20) 

In tact, in simple enough field theories, this principle that a field t s 

energy-momentum density should be capable of being the source of the 

gravitational field does away with any ambiguity in the definition of the 

energy-momentum density. 

,, 
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Electromagnetic Field 

Consider from now on transformations on the field variables alone 

?;x f :: 0 • (21) 

Generalizing a nomenclature of Pauli;~ one might now define transformations 

of the first kind for which by! : aAf (bAr-- : 0) and transfonna.tions 

(:' A Af" ~ A of the second kind, for which ()Y' : b s)r (a :: 0). Then Eq. (19) 

states that a "current". Jf : Tf' of fields undergoing transformations 
\ 

of the first kiQd is cons,rved. Equations (18) and (17) state that this 
. ' . . . 6 ~~ current is the divergence of an antis~etric "superpotential" U 

consisting of fields undergoing transformations of the second kind. 

The assumption of extended gauge invariance, 

~aC = 0 (22) 

for 

' 
(23) 

requires by Eq. (19) that the charglad-pa.rticle~ current., 

- -· ~) (24) 

be conserved. Equation (17) in this case requires 

+ 0 ' , 
(25) 
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namely that the derivat~ves of the vector potential occur only in the 

antisymrnetric combination Fr...; : A~l.; 

requires 

• Equation (18) 

J (26) 

or that the vector potential occur in the lagrangian density only through 

an interaction term .Jr- A,.. . In this way the assumption of extende~ 

gauge invariance leads to the form of coupling between the charged-particle 

and electromagnetic fields. 

PION-NUCLEON SYSTEM 

Under intini~esimal rotat~ons ot the isotopic-spin coordinate 
' .. ' \'' 

system, described by the three parameters ~' , the nucleon and 

(ps~udoscalar) meson var,~ables transform as isotopic spinors and vectors: 

~ iJ' -= t Et t-t' \.fr 
<27) 

ocf=/: ~UK: ~i p~ 

Here the "2:'' are the Pauli matrices in isotopic spin space and the e IJ k: 

' ' are the alternating symbols. It i~ naturaD to assume that the lagrangian 

density ~~· is ~pvariant even when the s in Eq. \27) are allowed 

to be arbitrary functions of space-time. Defining this as local isotopic 

spin invariance for the nucleon isotopic spinors and meson isotopic 

vectors, 
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The identities (14) in this theor,y are 

t ( r/2 '{/' 7: ' 'V - '7: i ::p- tl( '/" ) + 
0 

(29) 
- • 

The existence of these three identities is connected with the assumption 

that the local isotopic-spin coordinate system. can be chosen arbitrarily. 

Substituting from Eq. (27) into Eq. (28), one obtains, from the 

~l . vanishing of the coefficient of ~ , 

- 0 

where 

is an isotopic spin current consisting of spinor and orbital parts. 

However, from the vanishing of the coefficient of ff t~r _, 

I 

(30) 

(32) 

If the meson and the nucleon fields transform locallyas isotopic vectors 

and spinors, then all components of the isotopic-spin current vanish 
-. 

everywhere t This result follows whenever the two fields lJI' and q, 
both undergo transformations of the first kind only: a coupling between 

pions and nucleons cannot be brought about as a consequence of local 

isotopic spin invariance. 
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In the face of this result two possibilities present themselves: 

(1) According to Eqs. (18) and (19) if the nucleon and pion fields 

transformed by 

-

and· 

I 
: - t r: 

-~ 
- e Ul\ gai .cP ~r 

'CT. /A)!, 

t' J " 
--

(33) 

the current J~ in Eq. (31) would be conserved and nonvanishing. This 

possibility of extending the constant isotopic spin rotations to something 

different from the local rotations (27) is being investigated. 

(2) Alternatively one might insist on the local isotopic spin 

invariance of this secf;.ion, i.eo ~i : · t<x) but no ~i •!-

appearing in the transfonnation law (27). Then the re~lt of this section · 

leads one to maintain this invariance by introducing additional fields 

which transfonn suitably. The addition of new fields does not, however, 

illuminate in any simple way phenomena between pions and nucleons for 

which isotopic spin invariance was demanded in the first place~ 
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ADDITIONAL FIELDS . ·. 

A field transforming according to the law 

I -- ~~ 

.3 has recentlY been considered by Yang and Millsq 

tJCRL-2959 

(35) 

This vector "b field" 
"""' 

is an isotopic spin symmetric generalization of the electromagnetic fieldo 

For this field the extended invari~nce implies that ~urrent 

"1-t'vr -

is conserved~ and also that 

+ 

- - (36) 

(3?) 

0 • (38) 

These last two relations make the most general form for the invariant 

lagrangian density of such a field 

(39) 

The last te~ makes the equations of motion of such a field necessarily 

nonlinear. The isotopic spin current (36) contributed bv the b field also 
~ ""'-

violates, wherever real particles are involved, the observed conservation 
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of -isotopic spin for pio~s and nucleons alone. These two results are 

intrinsic consequences of the assumed law.of trans~ormation (35); the,y 

cannot be avoided by con•eiving of a d~fferent choice of lagrangian than 

the one suggested by Yang and Mills. According to Eq. (16), a field which 

is not to contribute to the isotopic current but which is to act as a 

right-hand side in lq. (18) must ~dergo transformations of the second 

kind only. 

The formalism of this paper us useful in deriving identities and 

conservation laws in more general situations. If the ~field is coupled to 

nucleons and pions transforming according to Eq. (27), then from Eqs. (14) 

and (16) the three identities 

must hold among the ~quations of motion, and the conserved current is 

I ( ').( . '{/' '~ ;l,C )' (41) J::t' - t 
T' -

,, -- ~ (/.(:r '/A ;t ~t~ 

( {;·/ ~.< I ~,c ) +€U*' +- 6; 
..... ~ 

0,f~ ';l~lr 
·A;~ .. 

'*·' f' 
'I 

,N 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The admissable coupl~s between meson-nucleon .fields have been 

investigated from the invariant lagrangian point of view. A distinction has 

been made between transformations linear ~n the arbitrar.y functions and 

transformations linear in the gradients o£ the arbitrary functions. Fields 

transfonning in the fir,t way contribute to a current which is conserved; 

fields transforming in the second way contribute to the superpotentials from 

which this current is obtained. 

Assuming invariance under local isotopic spin rotations for the pion

nucleon system leads to the result that the total isotopic current density must 

vanish identically. Since this is inadmissable physically, one is led to 

consider ·:(a) more general exten4ed isotopic spin invariance principfea for 

pions and-nucleons, or (b) additional fields constructed to maintain invariance 

under local isotopic spin rotations. In either case~ if the ordinar,y pion-
- . 

nucleon isotopic current density is to be conserved, only additions undergoing 

transformations of the second ki~ should be allowed. For the pion-nucleon 

fields this leads to relations (34) between the extended transformation 
' 

. -contemplated and the invariant lagrangian. 

The b field introduced by Yang and Mills, on the other hand, since it 

undergoes in part t~ansformation~ of the first kind, contributes to the 

isotopic spin curre~t. This result, which prevents conservation of isotopic 

spin between nucleops and pions whenever the b field is present, is not 

avoidable by conceiving of different equations of motion. 

I am indebted to Dr. J. V. Lepore for several stimulating discussions 

on isotopic spin a~ coupling. This work was performed under the auspices 

of the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 
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